
SO, HERE IS THIS
QUARTER'S (!)

ISSUE OF PROMPT.
Once more, some poor creature (sympathy please) has
spent hours slaving over a hot keyboard to bring you this
magnificent document, all so that the marketing manager
(or Jon at any rate) can send out advertising for the next
lot of shows. If the other members of this group don't
come up with something soon I'll just have to make
something up . . .

Chris Reay (Editor)

Festivals

absence of reason by Rob Bowen
[After last years incredible production of "absence" in
the Burnham Trophy competition, "absence" was chosen
to be entered for the festivals, so here's a bit of spiel from
the man himself  - Ed.]

In late April absence of reason will be heading for the
Festivals. This is an original piece that has been dragged
kicking and screaming from the foetid minds of several
YT members. Originally performed for the Burnham
Trophy, it has recently been re-mastered and is in
rehearsal at the moment. 

The play is dark and brooding, the action takes place on a
stark sparsely set stage. It explores the emotions of
various misfits that make up the cast and the audience is
subjected to an uncensored view of the many scarred
psyches that dominate the production. The entry of this
piece into the festivals is a somewhat unconventional
move and it remains to be seen quite what the
adjudicators will make or it. Hopes are high. All in all, it
is a fun filled show for all the family!!

Director : Suzie Buckley
Asst. Director : Rob Bowen

Dates: Maidenhead − 23rd April (1st up)
           Chalfont − 24th April (2nd up)

Two
Two is based in a northern pub centred on the lives of the
landlord and landlady. Whilst acting out their own broken
relationship they assume the roles of the different people 

who frequent the pub. It is a funny yet thought provoking
production full of witty cynicism. It is performed by Ben
Sansum and Laura Patterson, and directed by Catherine
Jeffcock, assisted and advised by Laura Findlayson and
Chris Lambert.

Director : Catherine Jeffcock
Asst. Directors : Laura Findlayson

& Chris Lambert
Dates : Maidenhead − 23rd April (2nd up)

            Chalfont − 25th April (2nd up)

Artistic notes . . .

DAZZLE
I'm delighted to say that our second production of the
season was a resounding success. All those involved can
feel justifiably proud of what they achieved.

I understand that there have been some comments passed
as to the price of the tickets for this show. Please let me
explain our pricing policy and the reasons for it. Dazzle
was always going to be a very expensive show to produce,
musicals are. It is also the Christmas show that provides a
large portion of the finances for the rest of the season, as
the Easter and summer shows traditionally do not attract
the numbers that can be expected for our festive season
offering. The Festival plays make nothing but they cost us
a fair bit in entry fees, scripts, set, costumes and transport. 

It was with this in mind that the Executive Committee set
the higher price for Dazzle. We made £600 on the show,
after redeeming the £2,651.88 it cost to put on. I'm
delighted to say that all but one department came in under
budget, which is why we did so well. This takes time and
effort to achieve and I will take this opportunity to thank
them again for their diligence.

Let me assure you that the ticket price for our other shows
this season will be lower.

FESTIVAL PLAYS
We are only entering two festivals this year, Maidenhead
and Chalfont. At the time of going to press I have the
dates for you: absence of reason is scheduled for
Thursday 23rd April at Maidenhead and Friday 24th at
Chalfont. Two is scheduled for Thursday 23rd April at
Maidenhead and Saturday 25th at Chalfont. Please come
along and support them. If you've ever done festival
before you'll know they'll need it!
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THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBE

Our Easter offering is coming along well and is definitely
one not to miss. So get your ticket orders in as soon as
you can.

FUTURE PRODUCTIONS

CARD PLAY
As a lot of members are taking exams this summer I felt
it prudent to look for a show that includes a number of
parts suitable for younger members. I shall be directing
and as we have many new members it is my intention to
give them the opportunity to show what they can do. That
is not to say that I will not be casting older, more
experienced members: obviously a balance must be
maintained. I also want to create an environment in
which people can try out new disciplines, so if you've
always wanted to have a go at sound or lighting for
instance now's your chance. A more experienced person
will be in place alongside you to guide you past the
pitfalls inherent in any job in the Theatre. 

OTHER PROJECTS THIS SUMMER . . .
. . . include some African Township plays that Alison
Lister hopes to produce. These are aimed at the older
members, some of whom will be leaving for University
in the autumn. They will be performed in the more
studio-like environment of the Owen room sometime in
August.

. . . and we will also be shooting some videos to go with
the music from Dazzle. A CD of the music is already well
under way. The results of our efforts can be seen as part
of the Social Evening.

CHRISTMAS '98
This leads me on to next Christmas: I am delighted to
announce that this will be Bugsy Malone directed by
Lynn Benest! Nice one Lynn, we can't wait!!

So there you have it. We only have one vacant slot for
next season and hope to have that filled in the near
future. We'll keep you posted.

See you all soon.

MEMBERS' COLUMN

COMPETITION (Why not?)

The entry with the highest number of correct answers to
the following 10 questions will win 2 cinema tickets. The
only rule is that the answers must be written down on a
piece of paper and that I can read them. Oh yeah, and
whoever I get to judge the competition has the final say
over who wins! - Ed.

1) How many times a year does the moon orbit the
earth?

2) What is Wallace's (of Wallace & Gromit) favourite
type of cheese?

3) Fill in the next line by Paul Simon : "Out in the
Indian Jungle somewhere, is a former army post . . ."

4) In which film is Arnie surprised that cars don't blow
up if you shoot them?

5) In the Trouble with Tribbles, what was the grain that
killed the Tribbles called?

6) What percentage discount do you get off with BT's
best friend scheme?

7) How many days does Tim Curry say it takes to turn
"a weakling, weighing only 98 pounds" into a man?

8) This is an anagram of a well-known celebrity, what
was strange about the vegetables in one of his earliest
films? WALLED YOON

9) What links the trucks in both Challenge Aneka and
Knight Rider?

10) Tie Breaker : Finish this line in 20 words or less:

"I love YT because . . ."

The winner will be announced at the after show party for
Lion Witch.

Reviews
For those of you that didn't make it along to the Operatic
Society's Red, Hot and Cole you missed an interesting
evening. This biography of Cole Porter is
delivered by means of anecdotes told at a
party. The direction by Mark Oldknow was
extremely good and with the atmospheric
lighting created a perfect setting. It is a pity
that on the night I attended, first night
nerves seem to have got the better of most
of the cast, resulting in some stilted movement and a few
bum notes. Oh well, I gather they improved as the week
went on. A.J.M.H.

Very different to the evening I spent watching BTG's The
Killing of Sister George.

Indeed, I seem to have struck lucky on this one. People
who attended the first night were rather lukewarm about
the show. I went along to the
Saturday performance, by
which time the cast had fully
developed  their characters,
resulting in some memorable
moments. Jenny Quille was most convincing as George
(sorry Jenny but you know what I mean!) but my attention
was most definitely drawn to the newcomer to the group,
Jenny Sikal, her portrayal of Childie was very good
indeed. Maybe we could give her the chance to work with
YT sometime, it's been done before and with talent like
that it would be a shame not to. May I pass on my
congratulations to Helen Sharman who directed the piece
and to her able assistant Graham Southgate (and no I'm
not biased because they're ex YT!). A.J.M.H.
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